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Toe vibrations induced in tube arrays by a transversal flow are of great practical interest be

cause of their destructive effects especially on heat exchangers. 
Though turbulence can significantly excite the tubes by itself, cost intense vibrations are 

•till caused by two fluidelastic phenomena : 
- The "look-in" efKct, well known for a single cylinder. 
- The whirling instability, studied by CONNORS and ISHICAI for tube r«-ws. 

Tor bundles the results are aore fragmentary. 
The study described iti this paper gives important information concerning characteristic parame

ters about both phenomena, in the case of tube arrays. The work is mainly an exft-rimntcl one though 
sjodels are also devclopped : 
I*) An equilateral pitch bundle (p • 1,5 D with D • cube diameter) is tested. Tube damping (<) and 

first eigenfrequency (f), flow velocity are explored in a large domain. Vibratory level of the 
i-*>bes are measured and critical points are ploted on the fluidelastic parameters diagram : 

' . - - iV and fit 
V 

fluid density). (with : 6 « logarithmic decrement - m « tube mass per unit length -
(0 < VR < 25 and I.8 t A^ < 10). 

2 s ) Several bundles with various usual pitches and arrangements (in l ine or staggered) are tested. 
Critical ve loc i t ies are measured and the whirling instabi l i ty characteristic coefficient is ta
bulated. 

3*) A complementary experiment i t made on tube rows with various pitches. This gives valuable in
formations concerning the look-in domain in V_ and A' - O S « • * " • • 
furthermore this puts in evidence the important effect of a frequency difference betwaen two 
adjacent tubes on the whirling crit ical velocity. 
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THTRODUaiOT 
The vibrations of tube bundles induced by a 

transversal flow air of K't^t practical inte
rest because of their destructive effects espe
cial ly on heat exchangers. 
Many studies have already been performed con.-rr-
ning cylindrical obstacles in transver a! flew. 
In particular the phnn/wna observed on a sin
gle circular cylinder are rather w«ll known. 
They are very givilnr to some phenonena obser
ved on tube hurdler. 

However the lotcr ICVÎJII an nuch m r̂c r-ornlor. 
HorKivt-r other kitvis of ;>l'tnoiit-,ia nvy .ippiftr. 
Stiiilles ronr»riu'nf lininllrs arc th^rui'ore n:..»re 
difficult, nru! aviiiliiiil? rrsulth rir..-.iii wrv 
f raRtU'iitavy. 

The studies presented in this peper contribute 
to (he knowledge of these phenomena and .itlot; 
Co rorc accurately tuiwntt th» vibration levels 
of intfurtriol component* including tube bundles. 

They have been performed by Stc BKRTIN et Cie, 
Sic riVES-C/.TI-'SAUCOTK and COfWISSAfU/.T A I.'K-
RKRGIP. ATOiHjUi: (Drpartement des Eludes Mû.rnni-
qc.es et Thermique»). 

DEsrari'Tic:» ov TKK oimwurr WKummu OCOJRIHC 
M MWPI.KS. 
' • /-'-'"".'''.'''JIO 'i>T.Ki r' ' I e t iP2 "1 t!,.fcl'* ' 
1'low fiiniilj tvuijii.'» Tr turuitTeni '•• the iirr.lyei» 
or. I)I« !•/>*( r «|>:rt*al density tH.S.n,) n{ fine-
'.tialfn& Vf îr.oil j»:a or pro* curt1» sl'fw» r. bronrl 
L-*ntl Utrbnïrmje a:v! rttiptjrinijK'iiCiî or^ oi r.vn 
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several "peaks" connected with vortex shedding. 
Vortex shedding frequency f„ is deduced from the 
characteristic STROCHM. nutter s_ of the bundle 
which only * depends on transversal and longitu
dinal pitches and on the kind of the bundle lin-
liaes or staggered). 

V 
• K " — 

. ^ ( D • tube diaaeter 
( ¥ « mean velocity in the minimum cross 

section of the bundle. 
The fluctuating forces per unit length, due to 
the flow, acting on a tube are described by both 
lift and drag coefficients C, and C_ defined as: 

R.M.S. value of lift force per unit length -
«^ 1/2 p»2I> 

R.M.S. valve of drag force per unit length » 
Cp 1/2 pV*D 

( pa fluid density). 
Another important parameter is the longitudinal 
correlation length X of wall pressure fluctua
tions. 
Motes - In the case of bundles with closely 
distributed tubes, s_, C,, C_ and X are not 
well known yet. 

- Fluctuating flow round tubes also gene
rates acoustical sources which excite the acous
tical resonances of the cavity containing the 
bundle. This aspect won't be taken into account 
in this paper. 

2. Response of the tubes : 
The nechanical transfer function of tubes is 
characterised by a aeries of resonance nodes. 
Tubes are generally fixed on thick plates and 
the moil important node tj »e excited is the 
fundamental flexion node. 
Mote that, in usual bundles, the characteristics 
of a tube and those of its neighbours are not 
very different. However any resonance frequency 
scattering and any coupling through plates, may 
have an important: influence on some instabili
ties. 
The R.M.S. value of the maximum displacement of 
a tube can be estimated, using the source cha
racteristics defined above ! 

0)o-c'.(»' / 2pf D L J^sTissl ( f 0.Is2) 
L suV ' e v 

1 fo - tube resrnam-c frequency 
I* • tube modal mass (including the 

added mass due to fluid) 

O(V) is plotted in next f i g . r ight . In high flow 
velocity range, F(so) tends to a constant end 
then o(V) remains proportional to »3/2. 

•with s 

[ c " tube nodal damping rat io . 
w ,(X) i s proportional to C, and can be simply 
deduced from X and tubs mode shape x ( s ) . 
F(s) represents the characteristic dimensionics s 
P.S.D, of local fluctuating force* (next f ig . 
left show» i ts shape), 

* (in the aiibcrilical ReynnlJs number rnncc). 

F(« r«W 

Formula (I) generally leads to non destructive 
vibration levels. However in son» cases much 
•ore intense vibrations are observed They are 
induced by the phenomena described below. 

3. "lock-in" phenomenon : 
Recently performed experiments have shown that 
vortex shedding downstream frcn a single cylin
der could be modified by a forced harmonic trans
versal motion, provided that ita frequency is 
close enough to f_ and its level is high enough 
with respect to tube diameter. 
Then the local lift forces lose their random 
character, becoming correlated en the whole 
length of the tube and keeping the frequency f 
of the forced motion. 
The graphs presented below show the variation of 
the amplitude and phase of local lift forces 
(reduced to motion amplitude and phase) with 
f/fK. 

•A, 
O 4 *•*• 

This effect may significantly increase the vi
bration level of a free vibrating tube in trans
versal flow. 
Indeed, a progressive increase of flow velocity 
first generates a progressive increase of tube 
vibration level at the resonance frequency fo ; 
moreover f K (proportional to V) becomes closer 
to fo. Then, for a certain value V. of V (sligh-
ly brlow V » -p- ) , this vibration may * regu
larize vortex shedding, therefore the fluctua
ting forces acting on the tube. Then the vibra
tion level suddenly becomes much more intense. 
Flow velocity increasing again, the phenomenon 
remains stable up to a certain value V, of V 
(above V ) . 

* "?t? ' TM* phenomenon does not happen in all 
cases t » characteristic fltivdclastic parcr,eter 
needs to be higher than a certain limit. This r;-
rnmptpr I; m/i, Jt or p/l. 6 accotding to the. ino-

pi» pD* 
del î i.Jt îpn wh'.rh in cliooscn to represent Ic-V-in 
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«fleet. ( 4" 2*€ • tube logarithmic decrement). 
lack-in effect has been studied in lierai la for 
«ingle cylinders. It say appear in bundles but 
its characteristics are not very well known yet. 

Ike .graph presented below shows the variations 
•f f_ and the vibration level a , versus V. 

A. Whirling instability : 
lb* other main vibration phenuaenon, studied in 
details by CONNORS for a single row, is rather 
different fron the preceding one. 
Iadeed CONNORS has experimentally shown that 
the mechanical systesi formed by the tubes, was 
modified by flow which generates quasi-static 
coupling forces between tubes. 
Ibis coupling effect is dissymmetrical and a 
simple aodrlisation shows that the system be

es unstable beyond a critical value V of 
flow velocity. V is given by : 

c 

foD 
c is the "whirling constant" which depends on 
the reduced pitch of the row. Formula (2) is 
valuable provided that tubes have the sane re
sonant e frequency and there is no mechanical 
couplfag between tubes. 
Experimentally, critical velocities and then 
values of c have been obtained for rows of va
rious pitches. For bundles, the sane phenomenon 
has been observed. However tests consisting of a 
progressive variation of flow velocity through 
bundles are, in some caser, difficult to inter
pret. Indeed several phenomena nay interfere 
(especially lock-in and whirling). Therefore the 
tabulation of c as a fune.ion of transversal and 
longitudinal pitches are still rather fragmenta-
*7> 

DESCRIPTION OF PEKFORMKD STUDIES 
The studies presented here are essentially 

of experimental nature. 
I. A fixed geoacf.rie model has been studied on 
an atmospheric air tost rfg. 
Tube mechanical parameters (resonance frequen
cies, damping coefficients) and flow velocity 
can be easily varied. 
The studied fluidclastic parameter ranges are I 
- 0 

'HI, t 
to 25 for (.he reduced velocity VR«V/foD. 

1,8 to 10 for *- - y --

Th* model consists of • ** tube bundle with am 
equilateral pitch. The side of the basic trian
gle is I.) D. Inside the bundle a group of 9 
aluminum) vibrating tubes is instrumented with 
strain gages. 
The vibrating tubes consist of a rigid central 
part immersed in flow and at both sides, two 
clastic reds outside flow. 
tods are clamped on two thick plates by a grip 
System which can be moved to change the frequency 
of tubas. 
The natural damping ratio of tubes is about 3x 
10~3. It can be increased owing to 20 small rods 
fixed at one end on the rigid part of the tube 
and irmersed in a viscous fluid at the other end. 

2. A series of various pitch bundles with cons-
tant fluidelastic characteristics, have been 
studied to obtain whirling constant values. 
In lines and staggered configurationshave been 
tested. Tes;.» have also been performed on rows 
and compared with literature results. 
Bundles consist of plastic tubes clamped at one 
extremity on a thick plate. The other extremity 
is free. All tubes have the same resonance fre
quency. The mechanical coupling between tubes 
through the plate have been mad* negligible. 

3. Some complementary experiments have been per
formed on a tube row to verify the effect OR 
whirling instability of a difference in the fre
quencies of two adjacent tubes. 
Tubes central frequency and damping can be va
ried. 
Results concerning lock-in phenomenon have also 
been obtained. 

H A » RESULTS 
I. lock-in phenomenon ; 
A modélisation has been developpcd at ref. 22 c 
Lock-in is assumed to appear provided that tube 
vibration level reduced to I) is higher than a 
given value. This hypothesis leads to use the 
fluidclastic parameter 

A • •'L/T "D2 

V 

In diagram A, V„ the modélisation shows a criti
cal sone where lock-in effect «ppeari. This 
zone depends on tube length to diameter ratio 
and on bundle geometrical characteristics. 
It is centred on V R • —- and limited by a cer
tain value A . K 

max 
tic te i Owing to the non linear aspect of the phe
nomenon, a lock-in configuration nay be extended 
beyond the critical *one. 
Experimentally, a critical flow velocity rarp.e 
is observed, where the vibration level of tubes 
arc much higher than the normal levels. 
Results have been obtained for I.?* and 1.5 re
duced pitch tube rovi. Flow velocity if varied 
<ttcp by step. Tor e.ich step tubes are initially 
notion!ess. Then they are released and thrir 
steady vibraii»n >vrl is noted. 
Hg.l shows the cril.ir.al zone obtained for kth 
pitches. 
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A ^ ^ it fouod KO be equal to about 30. 
Sj ar 0.16 for Ij - 1.24 and y D . 2 for ï^-0.5. 

The notion of the adjacent tubes does not Modi
fy very such the critic-tl values of flow velo
city observed on a tube. 
Basalts have also been obtained on the aluminum 
tub* bundle (see fig.I). The liait value A a 
30 it confined. 
2. Whirling instability : 
For the 1.16 pitch row, no «ock-in effect ap
pears and whirling instability can be well ob
served. 
Tests with \arirjs differences of resonance fre
quency f between two tubes have been performed. 
Besultt are in good agreement with the theori-
cal prediction developped .'t ref .22 : 
The coupled system forced by both tubes is re
presented by a 4 harmonic oscillator system 
which become* unstable for a value V of flow 
velocity : 

i.^-mr-VAA,' 
(fo is the average of both tube resonance fre
quencies) . 
The whirling constant is found t'> be equal to 
5.8. This value is coherent with tests performed 
on another rig without frequency difference and 
with literature results (see fig.3). 
The evolution with flow velocity of the power 
spectral density and that of the cross power 
spectral density of tube vibrations has been 
analysed for one value of if . In particular the 
variations of the modal characteristics deduced 
from thi« analysis is in good agreement with the 
modélisation : fig.4 shows the evolution of the 
4 resonance frequencies of the system. Instabi
lity sppears owing to the coincidence of 2 reso
nance frequencies. 
Criticsl velocities have been observed on the 
aluminum lube bundle. They have been plotted in 
a V_ - A, diagram. Fig.2 shows a difference bet
ween this expérimental result and the theoriti-
cal law V- • CAp, especially in the low A R ran
ge. This is probably due to small mechanical 
coupling effects between tubes which has a more 
important influence in the low damping, coeffi
cient range. 
Plastic tube models have higher damping coeffi
cients and then givi; better results. Critical 
velocity analysis for each bundle allows to ta
bulate the whirling constant as a function of 
transversal and longitudinal pitches X, and X, 
(see fig.3). 
COKCU'SION 
The studies presented in this paper provide some 
important informtiona concerning the fluidrlas-
tic phenomena whirh appear in rows and bundles. 
They will be enrried on with Various experiments! 
- plastic bundle trail in order to complete the 
whirling constant (adulation. 

- measurement* of the fluctuating forces acting 
on tithes inside bundles. 

- measurements of the modifications of these for
ces induced by an harmonie motion of tubes. 
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F I G . 3 - WHIRLING INSTABILITY 

( whirling constant as a function of pitches ) 
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R 3 . 4 - Evolution with flow velocity of a 2 vibrating tube system in a row 


